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Organisation Challenges

ROT data is redundant, outdated and trivial content stored by an enterprise. 

Redundant data is duplicated in multiple places within the same system or 

across multiple systems.

With the advent of cloud-based applications, remote working and new 

collaboration tools, employees in organisations create ROT by saving multiple 

copies of the same information, outdated information and unneeded 

information over and over again with little or no control.

This data is everywhere in an organisation on individual desktops, on 

networks servers, on-site, SharePoint, on premises and in the cloud.

In some companies, 75% of corporate data is duplicated across the 

organisation. Reducing the amount of data stored saves money, reduces data 

risk and increases compliance. It is possible to save up to 80% of your data 

storage cost through effective ROT.

There are multiple challenges with ROT.

1. Discovering and finding all data across a wide range of
locations, devices and in multiple formats.

2. Identifying which files are indeed ROT.
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Main problems with ROT:

• Increased and exponentially growing storage 
cost

• Higher regulatory risk, such as CCPA and GDPR
• Higher data security risk
• Higher cost in maintenance and data governance 

“Some Global Fortune 500 corporations have reported 
that more than 30% of their content (in volume) as 
redundant, obsolete or trivial.”

ROT is created easily and replicated at scale.  

For example, when a Word doc, PowerPoint or Excel 
sheet is shared via an email attachment (10 megabytes 
in size), it is distributed to 50 different email accounts, 
and the email stores that document on the email server 
and the individual device, then that can take up as 
much as 1 GB of data storage. This document is also 50 
times more susceptible to cyber-attacks or data 
exfiltration.
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Using advanced AI and machine learning, the 
Getvisibility solution does the following:

• Automatically discovers all data in your 
ecosystem.

• Tracks the creation of new data.
• Classifies all unstructured data and indexes the 

metadata and content.
• Identifies ROT data within its classification and 

metadata analysis.
• Builds granular remediation files.
• Generates a legally defensible audit trail about 

these activities.

Solution

The Getvisibility solution helps to identify your legacy ROT. It 

will identify all ROT for archiving or deletion, and it also helps 

organisations stay on top of their ROT data on an ongoing basis.

The Getvisibility solution for data de-duplication and 
ROT control is a solution for the main challenges that 
organisations face with ROT:

1. Unstructured data search and classification at 
scale.

2. A unified view of data across multiple 
environments and file types.



Getvisibility enables companies to identify the master document and allows 
inventory control of valuable and sensitive data. This allows organisations to 
find duplicates that can be used to manage ROT and alert when sensitive data is 
being copied or is at risk from a cyber-attack or a compliance threat.

Getvisibility is powered by advanced AI and supports on-prem and cloud-based 

data. The solution supports file shares, collaboration portals (such as 

SharePoint), cloud storage systems (such as G-Suite, Dropbox, AWS, OneDrive 

or Box), and all types of email.

The Getvisibility solution provides visibility to this unstructured data no 

matter where it resides and then helps enforce policies to better govern access 

to this content and to ensure it is available only to users that should have 

access to it. Getvisibility compliments a data loss prevention (DLP) program.

The Getvisibility solution will:

• Save organisations money.
• Reduce your data risk.
• Reduce your compliance risk.
• Enable your organisation to become more efficient with the 

data that matters.
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BOOK A DEMO

Classify your critical data with 

Getvisibility's advanced solutions

THE WORLD’S MOST EFFECTIVE DATA GOVERNANCE 

PLATFORM IN A SINGLE SOLUTION 

https://www.getvisibility.com/book-a-demo/
https://www.getvisibility.com



